Terms and Conditions of Prizes to be Awarded
N4L’s Annual Touchpoint Survey (September 2018)
1. The Prizes are only available to Representatives of Schools that have responded to
the Survey sent out by Network for Learning (N4L) in September 2018.
2. In order for a school to be entered in a Draw, its Representative must input his/her
personal contacts details at the end of the Survey.
3. The first five Schools selected from the Draw will be the winners.
4. The Prize for the winners is up to $1,000 worth of digital technology of the School’s
choosing.
5. N4L agrees to purchase technology of the selected School’s choice up to the value of
$1,000. The School must specify the type of digital technology they would like to
purchase. N4L will make one purchase of up to $1,000 on the school’s behalf.
6. In cases where the School would prefer to purchase their chosen technology
themselves, N4L will provide financial compensation of up to $1,000. The School
must provide N4L with one invoice specifying the technology purchased and the
cost.
7. Schools must either specify their desired technology purchase or provide N4L with
an invoice for the technology purchased by 30 June 2019.
8. Prizes are not transferable to other Representatives or Schools.
9. Prizes are to be used by Teachers or Educators directly employed by selected
Schools.
10. No part of the Prizes are exchangeable for cash.
11. Prizes will be drawn by N4L within two weeks after the close of the Survey on 25
September 2018. N4L will use a completely random, independent approach to select
Schools, including assigning a number to each responding School and using a
randomised number selection to identify winners for each Draw. If a School is
selected, it will be removed from the pool of entries for each subsequent Draw.
12. N4L will use no other information, other than the submission of a fully completed
response, to select a School.
13. Selected Schools will allow N4L to use their names in related and appropriate
marketing material including publicity in social media and websites.
14. At all times, final discretion as to the School selection process, delivery of the Prize
and any variation to the Prize, rests solely with N4L.
15. PLEASE NOTE: The Prize is provided by N4L and no other Party.

